Brake Noise Discussion

Date: 01-10-18

Vehicles Involved: All

Condition: Noise Coming from Your Brakes

There are a lot of different brake noises out there. These noises are indicators of different problems with the brake system.

In fact, some noises from underneath the vehicle are often mistaken as brake noises. This is due to the fact that these noises happen when you apply the brakes.

Being able to identify these noises and know what’s causing them will help you determine a proper solution.

High-Frequency Squeal

The cause of a high-frequency squeal is easy to identify and fix. Many brake pads have a brake wear indicator on them. The indicator is a piece of metal connected to the pad’s backing plate or shim. The piece of metal protrudes about two to three millimeters past the backing plate (See Figure 1).

When a pad wears down past two to three millimeters, the metal will make contact with the rotor. This produces a high-pitched squealing noise.
Low-Frequency Squeal

A low-frequency squeal is the result of the pad vibrating against the rotor. This noise is especially prevalent in semi-metallic pads.

Moaning Noise

Brake moans are typically caused by moisture built up in drum brake assemblies. When the brake shoes contact the drums during light braking, the moisture causes a moaning sound.

Metal-on-Metal Noise

A metal-on-metal noise when you’re braking means your brake pads are worn out completely (See Figure 2). The metal-to-metal noise is the sound of the backing plate against the rotor. The noise is also often described as a grinding sound.

Figure 2

Clunking/Thumping Noise

A clunking or thumping noise is often confused as a problem with the brake system. This noise is usually heard when you hit the brake pedal. However, chances are the problem lies elsewhere in the vehicle.

Suspension Issue

The problem most likely lies in the suspension of your vehicle. When a shock or strut goes bad, you may hear a thumping or clunking noise when you brake. At the same time, your vehicle may be nose-diving during braking. That is a key sign that there is a problem with your suspension.
Brake Cable
Another explanation may be the brake cable is loose or has too much slack in its brackets. If this happens, you may hear a thumping noise of the cable hitting against your vehicle when you brake.

Loose Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt
A loose mounting bolt that holds the caliper bracket to the vehicle may be the issue. This is an uncommon problem, but it may be the cause of a thumping or clunking noise.

Chirping Noise
A chirping noise coming from your wheel could mean a couple of different things.
If the noise is a rhythmic noise, this could mean something is making contact with the wheel as it rotates.
The other cause for this noise may be from the brake wear indicator. The high-frequency squeal caused by the brake wear indicator contacting the rotor is often described as a chirping noise.

Rattling Noise
Rattling noises when driving are common, especially when going over bumps. If the rattling noise is present all the time when driving, then it may not be brake related. This could be an issue with your suspension or your shocks.
If the rattling noise is only present when you are braking, then it's most likely a brake issue. There are a few potential sources of a rattling noise in the brake system.

Caliper Rattling
First, you will want to make sure that your caliper is operating correctly. If a piece of the caliper is loose or worn out, it can cause a rattling noise.

Brake Pad Rattling
Make sure that you replace the hardware on your brake system every time you do a brake job. Hardware like abutment clips and anti-rattle clips allow your pads to slide properly when applying the brakes. But they also help keep your pads in place when you aren't braking.

Groaning Noise
If you hear a groaning noise when you are braking, the problem is most likely not brake related. When you apply the brakes, your suspension will typically shift down a bit (See Figure 3).
This means suspension parts like the control arm bushings, ball joints and the sway bar links are moving down when you stop. If any of these parts are loose or worn out, they could be causing the groaning noise you hear.

**Repair Procedure:**

**High-Frequency Squeal**

A high-frequency squeal is caused by the brake wear indicator contacting the rotor. This is a good sign that your brake pads have worn to dangerously low levels. If you hear a high-frequency squeal, it's time for new brake pads.

**Low-Frequency Squeal**

There isn't much you can do to fix this noise. Still, there are steps you can take to mask a low-frequency squeal.

Many manufacturers like Raybestos take steps to help lessen low-frequency squeals.
1.) Make sure that you buy pads with a high-quality shim. The shim is there to deaden that low-frequency brake noise. The better the quality of the shim, the less noise you will hear.

2.) Sometimes you will see weights on the backing plate. These weights help to deaden the noise of a low-frequency squeal.

3.) Manufacturers add slots and chamfers to brake pads to help control brake noise.

Make sure to keep these factors in mind when choosing a brake pad.

**Moaning Noise**

After applying the brakes two to three times, the moisture built up in the drums should be gone. This should cause the moaning noise to stop.

**Metal-On-Metal Noise**

If you hear this noise, you need to change your brake pads immediately. You will cause damage to the rest of the brake system by continuing to drive with no friction material.

**Clunking/Thumping Noise**

If the issue isn’t suspension-related, start by checking out the brake cable. Make sure that the cable is not loose and connected to its brackets. Next, inspect the caliper to make sure that all the bolts are tightened down to specifications.

**Chirping Noise**

First, make sure that nothing is making contact with the wheel. Next, make sure that everything, including your lug nuts, is tightened down. Finally, check to make sure that your brake pads aren't worn down past the brake wear indicator.

**Rattling Noise**

First, inspect the caliper. Is everything tightened down to specifications? A loose caliper bolt can cause a rattling noise. Are the rubber bushings still intact? If the rubber bushings wear out, the caliper slides will make contact with the caliper. This can be the source of a rattling noise.

Next, check the brake pads in the caliper bracket. Does the hardware look good? Are the brake pads sliding properly in the caliper? If you don't replace or use the hardware during a brake job, the pads will move around in the bracket causing a rattling noise.

**Groaning Noise**
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Check your suspension parts. Pay close attention to things like the control arm bushings, sway bar links and the ball joints. If any of these parts are loose or worn out, you will either need to repair or replace them to stop the groaning noise.